- Disabled/infirmed seating is provided on the arena floor of Fant-Ewing Coliseum. All seating is provided on a first come, first served basis (i.e., no saving of seats or spaces).

- Access to the arena floor is through the ramp on the east side of Fant-Ewing Coliseum. Seating passes are not provided.

- Drivers may drop off disabled/infirmed guests on the east ramp of the Coliseum (ULM Recreational Services/Activity Center side) prior to the ceremony before parking in one of the nearby parking lots. Parking passes are not provided.

- One adult is allowed to sit with each disabled/infirmed guest on the arena floor.

- Unless disabled, children must be seated in the upper level of the Coliseum.

- Any service animal must be identified as such by its harness/vest, card, or other appropriate form of identification. Upon entering the Coliseum floor, the disabled guest must notify Commencement personnel of the animal’s presence.

- At the conclusion of the ceremony, all guests in the floor-level seating area are asked to allow graduates to exit the floor before moving toward the ramp exit.